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Carrington
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This essay traces Leonora Carrington’s portrayal of the kitchen table in her paintings from the 1930s
through the 1990s. The table and its settings often have a dual signification, suggesting both ritual
and domestic use. Thus the table/altar symbol assists in transforming female domestic space (in
particular the kitchen), with its implications of drudgery and subjugation, into a sacred space
celebrating the feminine sacred. This strategy was also used by the artist to equate occult practices,
such as that of alchemy, with cooking and ultimately art production.
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Leonora Carington,
And Then They Saw
the Daughter of the
Minotaur, 1954

ll those who have had the unique privilege of visiting Leonora Carrington at her
home in Colonia Roma – friends, fellow artists, curators, and scholars – remember
well the experience of sitting at the table in her kitchen. For the last decade of
her life I was a rather frequent visitor to that table and in that kitchen met many remarkable
individuals, as Carrington presided with regal authority and a wicked charm. As many can
attest, there were certain rules of etiquette to be followed and one broke them at the peril of
banishment. Only the hostess knew these rules, and she used them, I suspect, as a judge
of character. Pretentiousness was a major faux pas and those who attempted any form of
self-aggrandizement were quickly chastised, often to their surprise and discomfit. Any
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Figure 1. Leonora
Carrington’s Kitchen,
2009, photograph by
Anne Walsh

Figure 2. Leonora
Carrington as a Child,
undated

intimation that you disliked her cigarette smoke, questions about her personal life, asking
for a tour of the three mysterious surmounting floors, or other perceived trespasses on
her privacy or personal freedom found swift and often biting rebuke. I made my share
of mistakes, but was otherwise a quick learner and was rewarded with long hours of her
singular company.
It was a small and humble kitchen geared for both utility and inspiration (Figure 1).
Spices, cooking implements, and stacks of tins of English tea and treats were arranged
for easy access and visibility. The cabinets were covered mostly with postcards people
had sent her that she liked. Her Siamese cats and later her dog had free run of the place,
as her countless pets over the years always had. A round table dominated, covered with an
oilcloth sporting a design of peacock feathers; a nice art nouveau touch I always imagined
reminded her of England, but probably she just liked the birds. The décor of the kitchen
changed only minutely through the years, and the surface of the table was consistently
cluttered with an array of necessities: letters, plants, pens, ashtrays, bottles and at times
even food. When visitors arrived there was always some sort of sweets in a package to
accompany the endless cups of tea, both treats savored within a cloud of her cigarette
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Figure 3. Leonora
Carrington, The Meal of
Lord Candlestick, 1938,
oil on canvas

smoke. It may have looked chaotic, but Carrington could tell at a glance if anything was out
of place or missing.
Carrington felt most comfortable seated at her kitchen table when greeting her
public, safe within its magic circle. It was not really an emblem of warm domesticity,
for she had what we would call today a “problematic” relationship to the feminine role
of nurturer and the servitude it requires. A telling photograph of her as a young child
(Figure 2) shows Carrington at a little table set for tea, oblivious to the camera as she
intently holds a cup to her doll’s mouth. Meant to showcase the adorableness of a girl’s
innate motherly leanings, it instead reveals a child’s magical belief that she can imbue
the inanimate with life through force of will. Carrington, whose childhood was steeped in
fairy tales and fantasy literature, never lost that youthful mindset and in her nineties
would recite long passages of Lewis Carroll rhymes to me verbatim with a gleam in her
eye. In her life-long battle against traditional female roles she adroitly transformed the
trappings of domesticity, and thus the bondage they symbolized to her, into a multifaceted portrayal of feminine occultism. At the center of this heretical attack was the
symbol of the table – as altar, as alchemical lab, as the locus of the witch’s Sabbath, and as
a doorway into the alternate worlds lying dangerously in wait beneath patriarchy.
One of her first paintings featuring a table was scandalous indeed. The Meal of Lord
Candlestick (Figure 3) was painted in France in 1938 after running away from her family
in England with Max Ernst. Only twenty-one and finally enjoying the artistic and personal
freedom she had craved, this painting was not only a portent of things to come but
also a jab at paternal authority (her nickname for her father was Lord Candlestick). In
this work she takes a definitive step against the Catholicism that had so marred her
education and upbringing. The Christian altar and the ritual enactment of the Eucharist
are turned into a blasphemous cannibal’s banquet. The table bears a striking resemblance
to the one located in the Great Hall at her parental estate of Crookhey Hall (Figure 4),
only now, instead of acting as a signifier of wealth and grandeur, it serves as the platform for sacrilege. Animal/human hybrid women devour an unholy feast with gusto, in
particular a male infant lying on a bed of grapes, an obvious reference to Holy Communion.
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Figure 4. The Great
Hall at Crookhey Hall,
Cockerham, Lancashire,
UK, photographer
unknown, c. 1920-1927

Figure 5. Leonora
Carrington, The House
Opposite, 1945, oil
painting

Carrington has inverted the established order of things – maternity, religion, and class – all
through the vehicle of a simple tabletop.
The next work that has as its central motif a table was painted in Mexico in 1945, where
Carrington had emigrated to in 1943, marking yet another step towards autonomy, this
time from Europe and its established artistic milieu. The complex and many-chambered
composition of The House Opposite (Figure 5) reflects a new direction in her artistic
development. Mexico offered Carrington many things that she could not have anticipated
and that would profoundly alter her life. The first was a community of European émigré
artists, generously sheltered from the traumas of World War II by a progressive Mexican
governmental policy. Among this group she would find her future husband Chikki
Weiss, and, more importantly for her artistic career, she would befriend the Spanish artist
Remedios Varo. In her book Unexpected Journeys: The Art and Life of Remedios Varo
(1988) Janet Kaplan has outlined the creative stimulation these women provided each
other, in particular their exploration of magic, witchcraft, and alchemy. “Using cooking as a
metaphor for hermetic pursuits they established an association between women’s
traditional roles and magical acts of transformation” (Kaplan, 96). The House Opposite clearly
reflects this influence and initiates her pictorial transformation of the feminine domestic
sphere into a site of magical power. A hybrid animal/human female figure, similar to the
ones seen previously in The Meal of Lord Candlestick, sits alone at an altar/table set in
the central stage-like space. With the calm of a priestess she ingests a ritual meal, an act
that provokes all types of activity and transformations in the surrounding pictorial spaces.
We are now in the domain of the feminine sacred, where food production and consumption
is a magical act.
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Figure 6. Leonora
Carrington, Old Maids,
1947, oil painting

The charming Old Maids (Figure 6) of 1947 is a delightful mix of the esoteric and
the homey, revealing Carrington’s love of humorous satire. Once again a large table is
showcased, this time surrounded by genteel ladies partaking of high tea, along with
magpies and a monkey. The guest of honor is a supernatural visitor whose diminutive
figure is draped in a black robe while her head is surrounded in a nimbus of inexplicable
pointed white probes. The figure is remarkably reminiscent of the robed statues of the
Virgin found in Colonial Mexican religious statuary, replete with silver metal haloes. It is my
belief that Carrington was, in fact, influenced by Mexico’s particular brand of Catholicism
where the surviving folk beliefs of the indigenous population merged seamlessly with
the canonical Catholicism of the Spanish conquerors. This combination of paganism and
Christianity appealed to her as her own Celtic Irish ancestors employed much the same
strategy during their forced conversion to Catholicism. It is in this subtler way that Mexico
influenced her vision, as she always eschewed more overt borrowings that smacked of
exoticism and appropriation. The daintily draped table typical of bourgeois households
has been slyly re-envisioned as a non-hierarchical meeting ground between women, their
animal familiars, and the celestial realms.
In the 1950s Carrington’s work took a deeply hermetic turn with a focus on
alchemical processes of distillation and transformation. She saw a profound confluence
between the act of painting, cooking, and occult practices. In quick succession she
completed a series of mysterious paintings that had, at their physical and psychic center,
a table whereupon symbolic objects were placed or mystical actions transpired. And
Then They Saw the Daughter of the Minotaur (1954) and Hunt Breakfast (1956) are full
of intriguing characters frozen in solemn gestures of iconic import. The tables hold items
that we assume relate to their impenetrable narratives, in the case of the former an array
of crystal spheres and in the later an assortment of foodstuffs. Sidhe, the White People of
the Tuatha de Danaan of 1954 portrays the spectral sorceresses of the ancient Irish fairy
race gathered about a table in a communal meal. The Chair, Daghda Tuatha de Danaan
(1955), and AB EO QUOD (1956), the most hermetic works of her entire oeuvre, have as
their focus a table upon which a large white egg and a rose comingle in an alchemical
exchange of milky fluids. In all of these paintings the table acts as a doorway between
the terrestrial and spiritual worlds, and the kitchen is now both the artist’s studio and the
alchemists lab. The full implication of what it means for domestic feminine space to become
occult space imbues these works with a radical gravitas.
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Figure 7. Leonora
Carrington, Banquet,
1972, colored pencil
on paper

Figure 8. Leonora
Carrington, I Took
My Way Down, Like
a Messenger, To the
Deep, 1977, oil painting

Aside from the luminous Lepidopteros of 1969, again depicting an otherworldly feast this
time enjoyed by moth/human hybrids, Carrington did not seriously return to the theme
of the table again until the 1970s. The decade kicks off in 1972 with a humorous drawing
titled Banquet (Figure 7), where a bizarre group of creatures surround an unappetizing array
of equally odd and unidentifiable foodstuffs. Although the drawing contains many of the
same elements seen before, its atmosphere of exaggerated affectation suggests parody
rather than mythological content. In 1978 Carrington once again uses a table to suggest
access to other dimensions, and her small but monumental triptych I Took My Way Down,
Like a Messenger, to the Deep (Figure 8) possesses a complex iconographical program. At
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Figure 9. Leonora
Carrington, Friday, 1978

Figure 10. Leonora
Carrington, Séance,
undated

the center of the top panel is a round table, looking very much like her own small kitchen
table, at which is seated a woman holding garlic, that substance so important to both
cooking and witchcraft. As if she is casting a spell, a whirlwind of vegetables levitates
around her and beneath the table a trap door opens, dropping a ghostly figure into a
subterranean world pictured in the bottom two panels. The humble kitchen table has
been transformed into a magic gateway to the chthonic realms of sleep, dreams, the
unconscious, and death. In 1978 she also paints Friday (Figure 9), a work that initiates
another theme utilizing a table. In a radiantly violet and nebulous space three old women
convene around a rectangular table that holds an innocent-looking teapot. But teatime
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Figure 11. Leonora
Carrington, Séance,
1998, lithograph

Figure 12. The author,
Leonora Carrington and
her close friend the artist
Alan Glass in her kitchen
in Mexico City, 2009,
photograph by Anne
Walsh

is only part of what this trinity of crones is up to. To the right a tiny woman pours water
from a chalice as if casting the runes, beside her a woman blows smoke rings from a
cigarette that might not be of tobacco and next to her another woman beckons to
a rainbow fish swimming in the ether below the table. To the far right a standing figure
with closed eyes holds a paper upright, running a nervous hand over its surface as if
drawing – is this the artist as conjurer?
I will end this examination of table imagery in the work of Leonora Carrington with
two pieces, both titled Séance. One is an undated drawing that I believe was executed in
the 1980s (Figure 10), and the other is a lithograph from 1998 (Figure 11). As in the earlier
Friday, the undated Séance shows a group of old women seated around a table who,
accompanied by animals, are involved in contacting the dead. Two women are in trance
with hands on the table (in the fashion typical of mediums at a séance), while the others
observe them attentively, awaiting the messages that will be forthcoming. The 1998
lithograph teems with a Hieronymus Bosch-like assortment of figures huddled about a

table as a woman in the background falls into trance, her open mouth emitting steam,
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smoke or ectoplasm. The startled group responding to this contact with the spirit world
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is made up of a motley crew of parrots, demons, and even a nun and a priest. At once
playful and serious, the image is constructed of nervous interlocking lines over amorphous
washes of subdued colors. Only the central round table remains, pure white and glowing
like the orb of a heavenly body, suspended in space and time. I cannot help but think of
Carrington’s beloved Lewis Carroll and how this tabletop resembles the mirror through
which Alice passes into a parallel world in Through the Looking Glass.
As I gaze at a photograph taken the last time I saw Leonora Carrington (Figure 12),
I am glad that our farewell conversation occurred around her kitchen table. Among the
many important things she taught me over the years was that the most humble
accoutrements of a woman’s domestic life – a chair, table, oven, teapot – contain a dual life
and in the blink of an eye can reveal themselves as portals to other dimensions. I will miss
her greatly, but she has left me and future generations armed with the ability to question
the established order of things so that we may see with greater clarity that which we have
been trained, in our modern world, not to see or value.
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